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INTRODUCTION 
The notion of a “place” connected to a valuation ring is linked to a 
filtration the quotient field and a similar link exists in the non- 
commutative situation for pseudo-places of skewlields or central simple 
algebras, cf. [VOl 1. Indeed, the aspect of “specialization” is implicit in the 
correspondence between filtered properties and graded properties of the 
associated graded rings and modules, i.e., in the ring map F,,A + G(A), 
where {F,A, n E Z} = FA is the filtration fA and G(A) = Ona+ G(A), is 
the associated graded ring. Commutative fields are not the first examples 
that come to mind when listing some non-trivial filtrations on rings, but 
even in this down-to-earth example it shows that certain relations between 
K and FOK are controlled by properties of the associated graded ring G(K), 
e.g., if G(K) is a domain then F,,K is a discrete valuation of K. Similar 
results may be extended to tiltratrions f central simple algebras with prime 
Noetherian associated graded ring, establishing a connection with the 
theory of arithmetical pseudo-valuations (cf. [VG]) defined on suitable 
maximal orders. 
After some results concerning commutative filtered rings we turn to the 
study of filtrations on Artinian (left and right) rings with special attention 
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for simple Artinian rings and skewfields. We rediscover discrete valuation 
rings of a skewlield in the sense of 0. Schilling [S] as exhaustive and 
separated filtrations having an associated graded ring without 
homogeneous zero-divisors (cf. Theorem 3.2.). In the case of P. I. algebras 
we describe the filtrations that correspond to the maximal orders over 
discrete valuation rings (see Theorem 3.8.) in terms of the Jacobson radical 
property of the filtration. The case where the associated graded ring of a 
filtered simple Artinian ring is a semiprime P.I. ring is reduced to the prime 
case, by using microlocalization; without PI. hypothesis an extra assump- 
tion is necessary in order to arrive at the same conclusion (see resp. 
Theorem 3.9, Theorem 3.10.). Having finished the program for this paper 
we wonder whether there is a future for a general theory of “generalized 
valuations” based on filtered methods and the controlling properties of the 
associated graded ring 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The general theory of graded and filtered rings and modules is well 
documented in [NVO], the paper [AVV] also contains some elementary 
basic facts that we will use frequently so let us recall these here. 
Let R be a ring with filtration FR = {F,,R, n E Z}, i.e., we have an 
ascending chain . c F, ~ l R c F,R c ... of additive subgroups of R, 
satisfying F,, RF,,, R c F,, + ,,, R for all n, m E Z. A filtered R-module M is 
an R-module equipped with a filtration FM given by an ascending 
chain . ..F.-,Mc F,,Mc ... of additive subgroups of M, satisfying 
FnRFrnMc Fn., A4 for all n, m E Z. A finitely generated R-module A4 
is said to be filt-finitely generated if there exists a set of generators 
ix 1 , ..., x } for M together with a set of integers {nl, . . . . n,} such that 
F,M = C;= i F,-,,R . xi, if this is the case we also say that FM is a good 
filtration. An R-linear map between filtered R-modules h4 and N, say 
f: M -+ N, is said to be a filtered morphism of degree p if f (F,, M) c N, + P 
for all n E 77. Filtered modules and filtered morphisms of degree zero form 
the category R-lilt. A filtered morphism f: M --+ N is said to be a strict 
morphism whenever f (F,,M) = f(M) n F,,N for all n E Z. For any 
R-submodule N of a filtered R-module M we define the induced filtration 
F,(N) (usually denoted by FN if confusion is excluded) by putting F,N = 
N n F,,M for all n E Z. Clearly the inclusion N -+ M is a strict morphism 
exactly when FN is the induced filtration. To a filtered ring R we associate 
a L-graded ring G(R) = @ nE z F,, R/F,_, R and to a filtered R-module M 
there corresponds a graded G(R)-module G(M) = @ nE B F,,MIF,- , M. The 
image of x E F,M - F, _, M in G(M), will be denoted by a(x) without 
referring to M in this notation (this will not cause any ambiguities). We say 
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that G(R) is the associated graded ring (of FR) and G(M) is the associated 
graded module (of FM). The better notation would be to write G,(R) and 
G,(M) but since FR and FM are usually fixed filtrations we simplified 
notation by deleting the reference to the filtration used in constructing the 
associated graded object. The foregoing constructions yield a functor 
G: R-lilt -+ G(R)-gr, where G(R)-gr is the category of graded G(R)-modules 
with graded morphisms of degree zero. This functor takes good filtrations 
to finitely generated graded G(R)-modules; for its exactness properties on 
strict morphisms, etc., we refer to [NVO]. 
A second Z-graded ring may be associated to the filtration FR, in 
[AVV] the following observation turned out to be fundamental. The Rees 
ring i? associated to R is given by i? = @ n E z F,, R, with the obvious opera- 
tions. Obviously R may be identified with the subring xitil F,RX’ of 
R[X, XP’1 where XE i?, represents the element 1 E F, R viewed as an 
element of R,. It is easily verified that R,,, = R[X, Xm ‘1, R z IT/( 1- X)i?, 
G(R)g&XR. Furthermore, recall from [AVV] that there is a category 
equivalence between R-lilt and FY 4 R-gr where $$ denotes the full sub- 
category of X-torsion free graded R-modules; the equivalence is given by 
M-+ fi and conversely to an X-torsionfree graded R,-module N we 
associate a filtered R-module N as follows. Consider the inductive system 
given by “multiplication by X”: . . . 4 8,-, 4 m,Z 4 w, + ,4 ., and let N 
be the inductive limit of this system with filtration defined by letting F,, N
be equal to the image of IV,, in N (this N is an R-module and &‘= N). 
Throughout we assume that filtrations are exhaustiue in the sense that 
hf= UnsE F,,M; unless otherwise stated filtrations will be separated in the 
sense that nneL F,,M = 0. If J(F,, R) is the Jacobson radical of F, R then 
the condition r? is Noetherian and F-, R c J(F, R), may be compared to 
the C-Noetherian condition, cf. [VDE]. It is this condition that makes 
good filtrations behave well, cf. [LVO]. Let S be a multiplicative s t such 
that a(S) = { ( ) 0 s , s E S} is multiplicatively c osed and 1 E S, 0 4 S. As far as 
the localizations are concerned it will not make any difference ifwe replace 
S by {r E R, a(r) E a(S)}, this multiplicative s t is then called the saturation 
of S. Note however that for a saturated set microlocalization atit may be 
obtained by localization a d completion, cf. [AVV]. When a(S) satisfies 
the (left) Ore conditions in G(R) it is not necessarily true that S satisfies 
the (left) Ore conditions but in general some approximative Ore condition 
in the sense of [VDE] does hold. When R is Noetherian and 
F- , R c J(F,R) then for a saturated multiplicative s t S it does follow that 
S has Ore conditions whenever a(S) does! In particular this result holds 
whenever FR is Z-Noetherian (i.e., the situations considered in [VDE]) 
and then microlocalization at a(S) just reduces to (S’R)*S where As 
denotes completion at the localized filtration F,, cf. [AVV]. Let SC R be 
obtained by viewing s E S as an element of 1, when cr(s) E G(R),. 
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1.1. PROPOSITION (see [ AVV] ). Assume that R is a Noetherian ring and 
write I for the ideal i?X. The set SC R maps to an Ore set in R/I” for all 
n E N. We now define a graded ring B by taking the graded projective limit 
(in i?-gr) of the graded rings of fractions Q:(&I”) of &I” at the Ore set 
s viewed in E/I”, i.e., B= limf @(@I”). The gradation in the graded limit 
is of course defined by putting B,=&,((Q$(d/Z”),)) ,for all m Ez. The 
filtered ring B = B/(X- 1) B is exactly the microlocalization Q:(R) and 
G(B)= El&= Q&,(G(R)). 
More detail as well as functoriality properties of Q$ and its exactness 
properties on finitely generated modules can be found in [AVV]. 
Concerning lifting the maximal order property from G(R) to R we recall 
the following result stemming from [VV]. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Assume that R is Noetherian and that F-, R c J(FO R). 
If G(R) is a maximal order in a simple Artinian ring then R is a maximal 
order in a simple Artinian ring. 
A Z-graded ring R is said to be strongly graded whenever R, R, = R,, +m 
holds for all n, m E Z. We define the notions gr-semisimple, gr-simple, and 
gr-Artinian just as in the ungraded case but now in terms of graded 
modules, graded ideals, and homogeneous elements, e.g., a gr-skewfield is
a graded ring such that each nonzero homogeneous element is invertible. 
A gr-field is necessarily of the form k[ T, TP ‘1 where k is a field and T is 
a variable, say deg T= t, a gr-skewfield d is of the form A = A,, [Y, Yp ‘, cp] 
where A, is a skewfield, Y is a variable, of degree e say, and cp is an 
automorphism of A, such that Y3. = q(i) Y holds for all in d,. If we 
assume moreover that A satisfies a polynomial identity then cp has finite 
order modulo the inner automorphisms of A, and then Z(A) = k[ Y”, Y-‘] 
for some s E N. 
1.3. PROPOSITION (cf. [NVO]). Zf A is a gr-simple gr-Artinian ring then 
A E M,(A)(d) as Z-graded rings, where A is a graded skewfield and d E Z” 
determines the gradation on A by the rule A,, = (A,, +d, ~d,)rj. IfA is uniformly 
gr-simple (e.g., when A is strongly graded) then A, E M,(A,) is also simple 
(not just semisimple as it generally is!) Artinian. 
In connection with the above proposition let us just mention that 
gr-Noetherian resp. gr-projective turns out to be the same as Noetherian 
resp. projective for any Z-graded module (the Noetherian part may fail 
however if G is arbitrary). 
1.4. LEMMA. Let R be a filtered ring with exhaustive and separatedfiltra- 
tion FR. The following statements are equivalent: 
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(a) For all n, mEZ, F,,RF,,,R=F,,+,R. 
(b) For all n, m E Z, G(R), G(R),,, = G(R),,+,,,. 
Proof. (a) =E- (b) If F,, RF,,, R = F,, + m then i? is strongly graded and 
then G(R) = i?/i?X is necessarily strongly graded too. 
(b)=(a) Consider F_,RF,RcFoR, i.e., R-,i?,ci?,. From 
G(R)-, G(R), = G(Rh and G(R) = R/RX it follows that R.. , i?, + 
i? ~, X = A,. But since XE i?, we obtain w-, i?i = & and therefore 
F_, RF, R = F,R. For n > 0 we obtain that (F-, R)” F,, R c F,R hence 
(F,R)” (F~,R)“F,,R=F,,Rc(F,R)” and thus F, R = (F, R)“. In a similar 
way one establishes that Fp,R = (Pm , R)“’ for m > 0 and consequently 
F,, RF,,, R = F,, + m R follows easily. 
1.5. Remark. The condition F,,, RF,,,, R = F,, +m,e R is equivalent to 
G(RLwG(RLn, = G(R)pn+,,)e. This follows from the foregoing by defining 
F.; R = F,,, R, 8’ = iT’?’ = @ ntn i?;,, with gradation (i?‘), = E,,,, G(R)’ = 
0 n t z G(R),, with G(R); = G(R),,, and X’ E i?’ being the image of 1 E F, R 
in i?‘, = R,. If G(R), = 0 for m $ eZ then we have the situation where G(R) 
is strongly eZ-graded; the filtration FR then satisfies F,,, = F,,,+ 1 = = 
F (n+l)cd-l and F (,, + i jf #F,,, for all n E Z; i.e., the filtration isstepwise with 
length of the step equal to e. In the ring theoretical sense it will make 
no difference to replace FR by F’R obtained by FLR = FnF,,R if we are 
only interested in properties determined by properties of G(R) that are 
insensitive for this “inflation” ofthe gradation. 
2. SOME COMMENTS ON FILTRATIONS OF COMMUTATIVE KINGS 
Let A be an arbitrary associative ring with unit. Put I-= Z u {cc } where 
cc + cc = co, co > n, and co + n = co for all n E Z. A discrete valuation u of 
A is a map defined on a subring A’ of A, u: A’ + r, satisfying u(0) = co, 
u(ab)= u(a) + v(b) for all a, bE A’, o(a+ b)>min(u(a), u(b)) for all non- 
zero a, b E A’. Then one checks u( 1) = u( - 1) = 0, u(a) = u( -a) for all 
a E A’, u(a- ‘) = -u(a) for every unit a in A. The family FA = { F,A, n E Z} 
with F,A = {a E A, u(a) = cc or else -u(a) < H} for all n E 72, is a filtration 
of A and lJntE F, A = A’. Therefore FA is exhaustive if and only if A’ = A; 
FA is separated if and only if u(a) = cc if and only if a = 0. In case FA is 
separated, then G(A) is a domain (because it has no homogeneous zero 
divisors). 
2.1. EXAMPLE. Let A be a commutative Noetherian domain, p a prin- 
cipal prime ideal of A, i.e., p = aA (for example, take A to be a Noetherian 
regular local ring of dimension 1). By Krull’s intersection theorem 
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fi,“=, p” = nF=, a”A = 0, so for every nonzero x E A we have that there 
exists a uniquely defined n b0 such that x E a”A -a”+ ‘A and we may 
define v: A-+& x+-+n ifxEa”A-a”+’ A and v(x) = cx, if x = 0. It is easily 
verified that v satisfies all conditions introduced above and that the 
associated filtration isjust the p-adic filtration A (which is exhaustive 
and separated). If Q is the field of fractions of A then 0: Q -+ r, C(ab ‘) = 
v(a)-v(h) extends v in a unique way to Q. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let A be a commutative domain with field of fractions 
Q. If v is a I-valuation (as before) then there exist exhaustive and separated 
,filtrations FA, resp. FQ, on A, resp. Q, such that: 
( 1) G(A ), resp. G(Q), is u domain. 
(2) For all n E Z, F,, A = F,,Q n A and F,,Q is the discrete valuation 
ring corresponding to ti with unique maximal ideal F ~, Q. 
Proof: Easy. 1 
Let A be an arbitrary filtered ring, the order function 0, associated to 
FA is defined to be O,(a)= --a if aEn,,,F,,A, O,(a)=n if aeF,A- 
F +, A, i.e., O,(a) =deg u(a) in this case. If FA is exhaustive then 
vF: A -+ r, UH -O,(a) satisfies the following properties: 
FV, : vr(ab) 3 vr(a) + v,(b) for all a, b E A. 
FV,: vF(a + b) b min(v,(a), v,(b)) for all a, b E A. 
FV,: v,(a)= co if and only if UE nnsa F,A. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let A be an arbitrary filtered ring with exhaustive and 
separated filtration, then (with notation as above): 
(1) a(a) E h(G(A)) is a regular (right) homogeneous element of G(A) 
if and only if v,(ab) = vr(a) + v,(b) f or all b E A. Hence, G(A) has no 
(homogeneous)(right) zero-divisors if and only zf equality holds in FV, for all 
a, bEA. 
(2) If G(A) is a domain then A is a domain. 
Proof (1) If b = 0, then v,(ab) = uF(a) + v,(b) holds. If b # 0, say 
bEF,A-F,,plA, ~EF,,A-F~~,A then o(a)o(b)#O hence a(a 
a(ab)=ab+F,+,.-, A. Hence o(a) is right regular if and only if v,(ab) = 
v,,(a) +u,(b). The second statement of (1) is equally clear (if all a~ A, 
a # 0, are being considered then the distinction “right” may be dropped; 
as usual the restriction to homogeneous zero-divisors is possible but 
redundant because G(A) is Z-graded)! 
(2) Directly from (1). 
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2.4. Note. From uF as defined above we may construct a filtration F’A 
given by FAA = (a~ A, vF(u) = co or else -~~(a) Gn}, for all no Z. 
Obviously F,, A = FAA for all n E Z. 
Recombining Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 we easily obtain; 
2.5. PROPOSITION. Let A be a commutative filtered ring with exhaustive 
and separatedfiltration FA. If G(A) is a domain, then: 
(1) A is a domain and vF: A + P is a r-valuation on .4. 
(2) There is an exhaustive separated filtration FQ on the field of frac- 
tions Q of A such that F, A = F,, Q n A for all n E Z, G(Q) is a domain, and 
F0 Q is a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal F-, Q, F,, Q = (F- , Q) -” 
for all n E Z. 
The relation between discrete valuations on fields and filtrations having 
a domain for the associated graded ring is now completely expressed in: 
2.6. THEOREM. Let Q be a commutative field, A a subring of Q. The 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) A is a discrete valuation ring of Q. 
(2) There is an exhaustive separated filtration FQ on Q such that 
FOQ = A and G(Q) is a domain. 
Proof: (1) * (2) Obvious. (2) * (1) Follows from Proposition 2.5 if we 
put A there equal to Q. 
2.7. COROLLARY. Let A be a Noetherian local domain with unique 
maximal ideal p # 0 and let Q be the field of fractions of A. Put p ’ = 
{xEQ, xpcA} andF,,Q= p pn for n E Z, then the following statements are 
equivalent :
(1) A is a regular local ring of dimension 1. 
(2) A is a discrete valuation ring of Q. 
(3) FQ is an exhaustive separated filtration and G(Q) is a domain, 
To end this elementary section we include a generalization fa classical 
result of W. Krull. Recall that q E Q is said to be almost integral over the 
domain A c Q if there exists an a # 0 in A such that aq” E A for all n > 0. 
If A is Noetherian then any q E Q that is almost integral over A is also 
integral over A. 
2.8. THEOREM. Let A be a commutative filtered ring with exhaustive and 
separated filtration FA such that F- , A c J(F,A) and assuming moreover 
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that 2 is Noetherian (or else that good filtrations are separated and induce 
good filtrations on submodules, cf Proposition 2.4 in [AVV]). rf G(A) is 
integrally closed then A is a normal domain. 
Proof By Lemma 2.3, A is a domain; A is Noetherian since A” is, so 
we only have to establish that A is integrally closed. Suppose 
q = a/b E Q = Q(A) is integral over A. In view of [AVV, Proposition 2.41 it 
follows that bA = n ,I tL (hA+F,,A). Now aEbA+F,A for some rneZ 
since FA is exhaustive say, a = ba’ + a,, a’ E A, a, E F,,, A. Then q -a’ is 
integral over A. If q-a’= 0 then q E A as desired so let us assume 
q - a’ # 0, then a,,, b ~ i is certainly almost integral over A so there exists a
non-zero a” E A such that a”(a,,b- ’ )” E A for all n > 0. Therefore 
a”aL E b”A for all n > 0 and by Lemma 2.3, cr(a”) o(a,)” = a(a”ak) E 
a(b)” G(A), for all n > 0. Consequently o(a,) o(b) -’ is almost integral over 
G(A) and hence @(a,) a(b))’ E G(A), i.e., o(a,) E o(b) G(A), say o(a,,) = 
o(b) a(c) = o(bc) (Lemma 2.3 again). Since a, E F,,A, a(bc) E G(A), for 
some t <m. Hence a,,, - bc E F, , A and therefore a,n E bA + F, ~, A c bA + 
F mu, A, a E bA + F,-, A follows. Since we may repeat the foregoing 
argument aE bA + F,A for all s<m follows, and this yields 
aEn,,.,(bA+F,,A)=bA. 1 
2.9. COROLLARY (Krull). Let A be a commutative ring and I an ideal oj 
A such that fizz 1 I” = 0. Put A’ = G(A) = @ ,,a0 If’/In+ I. 
(1) Zf G(A) is a domain then so is A. 
(2) If A is Noetherian and IC J(A) then A is a normal domain if A’ 
is a normal domain. 
3. FILTRATIONS ON ARTINIAN RINGS 
The commutative results treated in the foregoing section extend rather 
nicely to the case of skewfields but for more general simple Artinian rings 
however some problems of typical graded nature arise at the level of the 
associated graded ring. Throughout this section A will be a left and right 
Artinian ring. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let A be an Artinian ring with an exhaustive 
separated filtration FA. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) G(A) has no (homogeneous) zero-divisors. 
(2) A is a skewfield and G(A) is a gr-skewfield. 
(3) A is a skewfield and F,A is a discrete valuation ring of A in the 
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sense of [S], with unique maximal ideal F-, A. There is an e E N such that 
F,,,A = (F-, A)-“; i.e., the filtration is step-wise with step e, as in 
Remark 1.5. 
Proqf: (1) =- (2) By Lemma 2.3.2, A is a domain and hence a skew- 
field because it is an Artinian ring. If o(a,) E G(A),, then a,, EF,;,, A - F,, ~, A 
and a,, has an inverse, say a, with a, E F,A - F, _, A. From a,a,, = a,,a, = 1 
it follows that n + t 30 because 1 $ F-, A (since FA is separated). If 
n + t > 0 then a(a,) o(a,) = 0 contradicts the assumptions, hence t = --n 
and thus a(a,) has an inverse o(a,) E G(A)-, or G(A) is a gr-skewfield. 
(2)+-(3) From Lemma2.3 it follows that L’: A-+T=Zu {a}, 
a- -O,(a) is a valuation. It is obvious that F,A is the corresponding 
discrete valuation ring of A. If e is the smallest positive number such that 
G(A), #O then it is clear that G(A) is eZ-strongly graded and it follows 
that F,,,A = (F-, A)’ and FA is step-wise with step e as in Remark 1.5. 
(3) 3 (1) Since F,A is a discrete valuation ring of A, its unique 
maximal ideal M= 7~. F,A = F,A .X for some rc E M. From F,,A = 
(M)~“=c~F~A it follows that F,,AF~,,A=F~,AF,,A=F,A; i.e., FA is a 
strong filtration i the sense of Lemma 1.4; hence G(A) is strongly graded 
and then it has no (homogeneous) zero-divisors because G(A), = F,A/M is 
a skewfield. 
3.2. Remark. (1) In case G(A) is trivially graded (we could say e = cc 
in this case) then FA is trivial, i.e., F-,,A = 0, F,A = F,,A for all n > 0. 
(2) Any subring R of a skewlield A is a discrete valuation ring in 
the sense of 0. Shilling [S] if and only if there is an exhaustive separated 
filtration FA on A with F,A = R and G(A) being without homogeneous 
zero-divisors (aconsequence of the foregoing proposition). 
(3) If A is nontrivially filtered with an exhaustive separated filtration 
FA then FA satisfies 
(i) F-,AcJ(F,A) 
(ii) G(A) is a gr-skewfield, 
if and only if A is a skewfield and F,,A is a discrete valuation ring in the 
sense of 0. Shilling [S] with unique maximal ideal F‘_ i A. The proof of this 
statement is not difficult, we omit it here. 
Before we turn to the cases where G(A) is allowed to have zero-divisors, 
we recall some notions and results concerning gr-semisimple rings. A 
graded ring R (here all gradations are Z-gradations but the notions and 
results may be modified in the G-graded case where G is an arbitrary group 
so we present them in this generality here) of type G is said to be 
gr-semisimple if and only if R = L, @ . @ L,, where each Li, i = 1, . . . . n, is 
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a minimal graded left ideal of R. We say that R is gr-simple if it is 
gr-semisimple and Hom,(L,, Lj) # 0 for every i, j= 1, . . . . IZ, or equivalently, 
there exist cii E G such that L, E L,(ari)(where Li(a,,) is the shifted graded 
module over a,,). A gr-semisimple ring R is said to be uniformly gr-simple 
if R = L,@ .. @L, as before but with Li 2 L, in R-gr, for any i, j. Recall 
from [NVO, Remarks 1.5.91 that if R is gr-semisimple (gr-simple) then R, 
is (only) semisimple; however, if R is gr-uniformly simple then R, is a 
simple ring. 
From [NNVO] we recall that a graded ring R of type G has property 
(E) if every non-zero graded left ideal of R intersects R, nontrivially, or
equivalently if for every r,, # 0 in R,, R, L r0 # 0. In case R, is a semiprime 
ring then property (E) is left-right symmetric. Clearly a minimal graded left 
ideal L of R is necessarily ofthe form L = Rv where v = v2 is an idempotent 
in R,. From R = Rv, @ . . @ Rv,, where Rvi = L,, i = 1, . . . . n, it follows that 
R, = R,v, 0 . . 0 R,v,, and every R,vi is a minimal left ideal of R,. Since 
a non-zero graded left ideal in a gr-Artinian ring contains a minimal 
graded left ideal of R one can easily establish the following result: 
3.3. PROPOSITION. The following statements are equivalent for a graded 
ring of type G: 
(1) R is a gr-Artinian ring satisfving condition (E), and R, is a semi- 
prime ring. 
(2) R is gr-semisimple. 
Proof (2) * ( 1) Follows from the remark preceding the proposition. 
(l)=+ (2) Cf. [NNVO]. 
If R is a gr-semisimple ring of type G with R = Rv, 0 . . 0 Rv,, as before 
then, as in the ungraded case, we have for every i, j= 1, . . . . n, 
u,R, z Hom,(Rv,, Rv,), v;Rv, r Hom,(Rv,, Rv,). 
3.4. PROPOSITION. With notations as above, the .following statements are 
equivalent :
(1) R, is simple. 
(2) R, is a prime ring. 
(3) If R, # 0 for some o E G, then vi R,v, # 0; in particular for every 
i, j= 1, . . . . n, v,R,v,#O. 
(4) R is untformly gr-simple. 
(5) R is gr-simple and if R, # 0 then exists a minimal graded left ideal 
L of R such that (L,)’ #O (assuming that R has a nontrivial gradation). 
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(6) From the graded version of the Wedderburn theorem, cf [NVO] 
and see also Proposition 1.3 for the case G = Z, we know that R = M,,(A)(C) 
with 0 E G” and A is a gr-skewfield of type G. Now tf R, # 0 then A, # 0. 
Let us now return to the study of filtered rings. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let FA be an exhaustive separated,filtration. 
(1) Zf G(A) satisfies (E) then a, E F,, A - F,, , A yields F-,, Aa, # 0. 
(2) Zf G(A) is prime then A is a prime ring. 
(3) Zf G(A) is eZ-strongly graded for some e E N such that G(A)0 is a 
(semi-) prime ring then F,A, is a (semi-) prime ring. 
Proof (1) If ?EG(A)),, is such that co(a,)#O then ca,#O for some 
CEF~,,A-F-,-,A with a(c)=?. 
(2) Consider ideals a and /I of A” such that @=O with !I #O, B#O. 
Since A”/A”Xz G(A) is a prime ring we must have CI c A”X or B c AX but up 
to passing to aX’ or ZJX’ depending on whether tl or /? is in AX we 
may restart he argument with ctX ’ and p (or with cx and PX-‘) since 
crX-‘/? = 0 still holds. From [AVV, Lemma 2.11 it follows that CI c A”X” - 
axIt+ I for some n E N, so the process we started above must come to an 
and end so we find a contradiction proving that A’ is a prime ring. 
(3) Let Z and J be ideals of F,A such that ZJ=O and ZfO, J#O. 
Since G(A),, is a prime ring we may assume I c F- , A and since FA is 
separated Zc F_,A -F-,,+ , A for some n 2 1. Then F,,AZ is an ideal of 
F,A and (F,AZ)J=O. But as Z $ F_,-, A, F,AZ q! F -,A and therefore 
JC F-, A. Applying the argumentation as before to J we arrive at a 
contradiction, hence F,A is a prime ring. 
Now let us first consider the P.I. case. 
3.6. PROPOSITION. Let A be a filtered ring and assume that FA is 
nontrivial exhaustive and separated. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) A is Artinian, F, A is a prime P.Z. ring, G(A) satisfies condition 
(E), and G(A), is a prime ring. 
(2) A is a central simple algebra and G(A) is a untformly graded 
central simple algebra. 
Proof (1) * (2) By Posner’s theorem (cf. [PI) the classical ring of 
fractions of the prime P.I. ring F,A is obtained by central ocalization; i.e., 
F,AQ(Z(F,A)) = A, is a central simple algebra. If a, is a regular element 
of F,A then it is also a regular element of A (if a,b=O with be A, say 
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h E F,A -F,- , A, then a,bF-,A = 0 with bF..,A # 0 in F,A would yield a 
contradiction in view of Lemma 3.5.1) and therefore A, c A because A is 
(left and right) Artinian. If F ,,A # 0 with n 3 0 then F,,AF-,A is an ideal 
of F,A hence A, = F,,AF--,,A . A, = F,A(F--,AA,) = F,,AA,, thus F,,A c A, 
for all n > 0 and A = A, follows. It remains to establish that G(A) is a 
uniformly graded central simple algebra. First, since G(A), is prime and 
G(A) satisfies (E) we know that G(A) is a prime ring. Since A c A[X, X--l] 
and G(A) z J/X2 it follows that G(A) is a prime P.I. ring so it will be a 
gr-c.s.a. ifZ(G(A)) is a gr-field (cf. [NVO]). If c~h(z(G(A))) then let 
C=(T(C) with ~EF,A-F, , A; clearly c is regular in A because (: is regular 
in G(A) hence c-’ E A and as C is regular in G(A) we know that 
c ~ ’ E F- , A - F- , , A and (T( c ’ ) is an inverse for o(c) = C. From Proposi- 
tion 3.4 it follows that G(A) is uniformly gr-simple because G(A),, is prime. 
(2) = (1) A combination of Proposition 3.3, Proposition 3.4, and 
Lemma 3.5. 1 
3.7. LEMMA. Let A and FA be as in Proposition 3.6. Supose that A is 
Artinian, F,A is a prime (left) Goldie ring, and G(A) satisfies (E) over the 
prime ring G(A),. Then F,A is a maximal order in the simple Artinian 
ring A. 
Proof Again our assumptions imply that a regular element of F,A is 
also a regular element in A and hence a unit of A. Therefore F,,A is a maxi- 
mal order in a simple Artinian ring Q c A. If x E A - Q, say x E F, A - F,, Q
then n>O and F~,A.xcF,AcQ and QF-,,AxcA. Since F-,A is a 
two-sided ideal of the prime Goldie ring F,,A it contains a regular element 
c of F,A, i.e., a unit of Q, and thus QF- ,,A = Q holds for all n 3 0. From 
QF-,, A . x c Q we then derive x E Q and consequently A = Q as desired. 1 
3.8. THEOREM. Let FA be nontrivial exhaustive and separated and assume 
that A is Artinian and G(A) is eZ-strongly graded over the Noetherian prime 
ring G(A),, and F,A is a PI. ring. Then we have: 
(1) F,A is a (local) classical maximal order over the discrete valuation 
ring Z(F,A)c K=Z(A). 
(2) F-, A = J(F,, A) and FA is a Jacobson radical filtration in the 
sense of [AVO]. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.5(3), F,A is a prime ring. Since G(A) is eZ-strongly 
graded over the prime Noetherian ring G(A)0 we obtain that G(A) is 
Noetherian too. If C is a regular homogeneous element of G(A) then 
c E F,,A - F,, ._ 1A with a(c) = C is regular too hence invertible in A, one 
easily checks that deg r~(c -’ ) = -n (see also the last part of the proof of 
(1) * (2) in Proposition 3.6) and that C is therefore invertible in G(A). 
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However, from [NNVO] we recall the following: if G(A) satisfies (E) then 
all regular homogeneous elements of a semiprime Noetherian G(A) are 
invertible if and only if G(A) is gr-semisimple (indeed G(A) coincides with 
its classical graded ring of fractions!) Clearly we are in this case because 
G(A) is strongly eZ-graded over the prime Noetherian ring G(A), hence 
G(A) is certainly Noetherian semiprime, hence gr-semisimple by the 
preceding remark. From Proposition 3.4 it follows that G(A) is in fact 
uniformly gr-simple (hence also prime) and this shows that we are in the 
situation where the equivalent conditions of Propositions 3.6 hold. 
(1) In the proof of Proposition 3.6 we established that 
FO‘oAQ(Z(FOA)) = A, hence Q(Z(FJ)) = K= Z(A) and Z(F,,A) c K= 
Z(A). For the filtration FK induced on K by FA it follows that the 
associated graded ring G(K) is a subring of Z(G(A)) hence a domain. 
Theorem 2.6 now yields that F. K = F,, A n K is a discrete valuation ring of 
K and G(K) is of course strongly e, Z-graded for some e, E N. Again from 
A = KFoA we may deduce that Z(F,,A) = F,,A n K= F,K. Now F,A is a 
prime PI. ring with a Noetherian (even discrete valuation ring) centre 
hence F,A is a finitely generated F,K-module [EF], Theorem 2 hence 
certainly an F, K-order in A. Let W(F-, A) = S = {c E F,A, c is regular 
modulo F_, A, i.e., its image C in G(A)o is regular). If c E S then C is regular 
in G(A) too; indeed if tj = 0 for some non-zero J E G(A), (it suffices to 
check for homogeneous elements) then @G(A)-. = 0 with jG(A)), # 0 
contradicts the regularity of C in G(A), (similarly on the left). But then c 
is regular in A hence invertible in A, say c-, E F, A - F,, _, A for some 
FEZ. From l=cc ~’ it follows that p b 0 (because 14 F_, A) and then 
p = 0 follows from the fact that p > 0 leads to a contradiction ?a(~-‘) = 0. 
We have showed that the set S is invertible in F,A and therefore F,A 
equals S-‘FoA. Consequently F,A is “local” (it is the localization atthe 
prime ideal Fp 1 A) and Fp 1 A = J(F,,A). 
(2) That FoA is a maximal order over F. K in A follows from 
Theorem 5 of [VV] or directly as follows let I be a non-zero ideal of F,A, 
say IcF_,A. I$ F-,_,A for some k>O. If a,,EFHA-Fn-,A is such 
that a,ZcZ with n 20 then we claim that n =O. Write Zckj for 
(I+ FPkA)/F-kP1 A. Then we have o(a,) Zckj #O (otherwise G(A)_, a(a,) 
Zo,G(A), = 0 with G(A)-, a(a,) # 0 and Z,,,G(A), # 0 contradicts the fact 
that G(A), is prime). Pick iEZ- F-,_ ,A such that o(a,) a(i)#O then 
from a,iEZc F-,A we obtain that cr(a,i) has degree at most -k, but on 
the other hand a(a,) a(i)= o(a,i) because a(a,) a(i) #O is in G(A),_,; 
consequently, 0 # a(a,) a(i) E G(A) --k n G(A), pli but that is only possible 
when n = 0. We have shown for all ideals Z of F,A that F,A = (Z : Z) = 
{aE A, aZcZ} and it is then well-known that F,A is a maximal order. 
We have established that Fe, A = J(FoA) in 1, and also we have seen 
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that F,A is in particular Noetherian (as it is a finitely generated module 
over its centre FOK). Since G(A) is eZ-strongly graded it follows that FA 
is eZ-strongly filtered (see Lemma 1.4). But then FpI A = F-,A is now an 
invertible ideal so we may use Proposition 2 of [AVV] to conclude that 
(A” is Noetherian and) FA is a Jacobson radical filtration i the sense of 
[AVO]; i.e., ithas the comparison and the closure property. 1 
Note. The maximal orders encountered in the theorem are the domains 
of arithmetical pseudo-valuations (Z-valued ones) in the sense of [VG]. It 
is easy to define the a.p.v. V~ associated to F,A here: for a E A put 
v,(a)=deg o(a). This again shows that the filtrations on central simple 
algebras provide the most suitable generalization fvaluation theory if one 
prescribes the associated graded rings correspondingly (i.e., they have to be 
uniformly gr-c.s.a.). 
Let A be a filtered ring with exhaustive and separated filtration FA. Let 
o(S) be a left Ore set of G(A) consisting of homogeneous elements, then, 
with notations as in Proposition 1.1 and the remarks preceding it, we may 
consider the microlocalization Q;(A) and we have the following canonical 
morphism of filtered rings, and isomorphism of graded rings resp.: 
i: o(S)-’ G(A)+GfQW)), ds)-’ 44-KY)-’ &a)+Fn lQ;(A) 
ifa ‘a(a)~(o(S)-‘G(A)),,, HEZ. 
3.9. LEMMA. (1) For all FEZ, r$(F,A)=4(A)nF,Qg(A). 
(2) The morphism 4 is injective zf and only if o(S) consists of 
homogeneous regular elements in G(A). 
Proof (1) Well known, cf. [VDE, AVV], . . . . 
(2) Straightforward verification. 
We are now ready to show that in case G(A) is a semiprime Noetherian 
P.I. ring the assumption that A is simple forces G(A) to be prime and in 
fact gr-simple. 
3.10. THEOREM. Let A he a quasi-simple ring with exhaustive and 
separated filtration FA such that G(A) is a semiprime Noetherian P.I. ring 
then G(A) is prime. 
Proof Let 0 = P, n .. n P, where the P,, i = 1, . . . . t, are minimal 
graded prime ideals of G(A). Fix P = PI. Then P, n . . n P, = 7 contains 
an element X E Ch(p) because the image of 3 in G(A)/P contains a 
homogeneous regular element (this is one of the cases where the graded ver- 
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sion of Goldie’s theorem works very well, but the PI. assumption is needed 
for this, cf. [NVO]). From XPc P, n . . . n is, = 0 it follows that P is 
exactly the Ch(P)-torsion of G(A). The prime Noetherian P.I. ring G(A )/P 
has a graded ring of fractions hence it satisfies the (left and right) Ore con- 
ditions with respect o the set of homogeneous regular elements (cf. [NVO, 
Proposition 112.7, p. 2331). Since P is the CA(P)-torsion one can easily lift 
the Ore conditions for the homogeneous regular elements of G(A)/P to the 
Ore conditions for C”(P) = { UEG(A), amod B is regular in G(A)/P}. 
Putting a(S) = Ch(p) we see that the assumption that A has no non-zero 
ideals makes 4: A+@(A) injective but then Lemma 3.9 yields that 
a(S) = Uh(P) consists of regular elements of G(A), hence J= 0 = P or G(A) 
is prime. 1 
3.11. COROLLARY. If A is moreover simple then G(A) is gr-simple. 
Proof: If g(c) is homogeneous regular then s is regular in A hence 
invertible and it will follow from the regularity of a(c) that 
a(c~‘)=o(c))‘, the fact that all homogeneous regular elements of G(A) 
are units of G(A) leads to G(A) being gr-semisimple hence to gr-simple 
because G(A) is prime. 1 
Finally let us look at the non-PI. case. On one hand we can replace the 
condition G(A) is PI. by G(A) is positively graded (the graded of Goldie’s 
theorem then still holds, cf. [NVO]) but this is somewhat unnatural in the 
context of this paper, so we look for a good condition on G(A), to make 
all tricks work. 
3.12. THEOREM. Let A be an Artinian ring with exhaustive separated 
filtration FA. We assume that G(A) satisfies (E) and G(A), is a prime left 
Goldie ring, then 
(1) G(A) is uniformly gr-simple and G(A), is simple. 
(2) F_, A =J(FOA) and F,,A is “local” in the sense of [G]. 
Proof Put S={aeA, a(a) is regular in G(A)}, o(S)={o(s), SES) 
and o(S), = {e(u) E G(A),, a(a) is regular in G(A),}. 
(1) Recall from [NNVO] that a(S))’ G(A) is gr-simple with 
(o(S)-‘G(A)),=a(S),‘G(A),,. From Proposition 3.4 we infer that 
o(S)) ’ G(A) is uniformly gr-simple and hence it is strongly eZ-graded for 
some eE N. In view of Lemma 2.3(l), S is a set of units in A since A is 
Artinian and consequently, as o(S) consists of regular elements in G(A), 
a(S) will consist of units in G(A). Hence G(A) = a(S))’ G(A) is uniformly 
gr-simple and G(A),, is a simple ring. 
(2) Let UEF~~A, then for all ceF,A, cr(l-cca)=(l-cca) 
mod F_, A is in o(S),. From the proof of (1) it follows that 1 - ca is inver- 
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tible in FJ hence F-,A cJ(F,A) is clear. But then Fp,A =J(F,A) is also 
clear because G(A)0 = FoA/Fp,A is simple. From the fact that G(A) is 
strongly &-graded for some e E N, it follows that Fp,A = (F-, A)” (up to 
contracting the filtration as in Remark 1.5) for all n 20, hence 
fL (F-,A)“= nnzo F_,A = 0 because FA is separated. Therefore we may 
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